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On Unity-A R~sponse
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is rather a late response to the
appeal made in the name of

KhokonMazumdar and another
e to all the members of the Cen-
mmitteeof the CPI (ML) elected
all-India party congress held in

1970. In my earlier statement I
ot on the great debate concerning
rty; instead, I echoed the call for
'on by combating all forms of
'vismissued by the six comrades
g Com. :Kanu panyal in 'Itheir

'onaryletter from jail. This silence
couragedsome to support or op-
e on the basis of wild conjectures
founded claims. A statement on
lionas well as the wider question

'og revolutionary unity of all revo-
ry forces is necessary. In' that
this supplements my earlier state-

publi~hedin May, 1974.
thevery outset let me state it pre-
that I think the formation of the

) on 22nd April, 1969 was, in
in, CClrrect. There had been an
t of unnecessary haste and certain
to some extent, of ideological-
1 preparation as has been rightly
OUtby Com. Kanu Sanyal; but

ry formationof the CPI (ML) can-
shouldnot be ruled out on that

I. All comrades, specially those
ling areas, felt its necessity and

it. As such, it was the pro-
objectivenecessity. The forma-
the party was ~reeted with tre-
enthu~iasmby the whole rank

e, and hailed by fraternal parties
d over, including the great, glo-

and correct CPC. From my per-
experience,I can firmly state that

the formation of the CPI(ML)
sant struggle i~ Gopiballavpur-

wouldnot have been possible. Ne-
of the formation of the CPI(ML)
negationof all the valuable ex-

of armed struggle, both posi.
andnegative, in the recent past

through tremendous sacrifice,
it !~a betrayal of the martyrs.

comesthe question of evaluation
th congress of the party held

in May, 1970. Undoubtedly, the whole
congress surrendered to left-sectarian
policies. Everyone present approved the
line of secret assassination in the name
of class enemy annihilation and none
questioned even the programme of anni-
hilation in cities and towns. That ah-
sence of any land policy or agrarian pro-
gramme signifies the negation of the main

. content of our people's democratic revo-
lution was not pointed out by anyone ;
none advocated combination with
other forms of struggle. The question
of mass organisation and mass move-
ment. its relation with the formation of
an army or the question of mass line
was not raised by anyone. The Indian
bourgeoisie as a whole was termed com-
parador without any protest. As has
been subsequently proved by our experi-
ence, all these were grave mistakes in
policies. In spite of all these, I still
think that the positive aspects of the party
congress far outweigh its negative ones.
In the errtire history of the communist
movement in India,' this congress' has the
unique glory of upholding the banner of
Marxism-Leninism Mao Tse Tung Thou-
ght for the first time. The characterisa-
tion of the state power, of the four ene-
mies of the Indian revolution, including
Soviet social-imperialists, the stage and
nature of our revolution was, on the
whole. correct. The congress rejected
the revisionist trash of 'peaceful orien-
tation' with contempt and firmly stood
for armed struggle. All these were some
of the positive achievements and had
deep political impact in the life of the
whole country. Therefore, I recognise
the eighth party congress and the Central
Committee elected therefrom. One should
never forget that the CPC declared the
'general orientation' of the party to be
correct, after reviewing all the documenh
of the party congress. CPI (ML) has
the glory of a message from Chairman
Mao himself, "By you (in plural), India
has hope".

Unfortunately, at present, the party
has been divided into groups and fac-
tions becausf> of the continuation of left-

sectarian policies for a long ·period. The
left-sectarian deviation has now been
defeated as is apparent from the fact that
a· vast majority of party members in-
cluding all the Central Committee members
have firmly rejected it. Yet, because of
the absence of a full fledged positive poli-
tical line and methodical, persistent,
deep and all pervading ideological srtug-
gle, remnants of the old left-sectarianism
and the danger therefrom persist. In
different garbs, it is hindering the ideo-
logical, political and organisational re-
organisation of the party.

From the platform of the tenth con-
gress of the CPC, Chairman Mao
issued the great call. "Practise Marxi-
sm, and not revisionism; unite and don't
split; be simple and above board, don't
conspire and intrigue". NOt only the
necessity of unity for practising Marxism-
Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought, but
also the revolutionary mehtod of doing
it has been clearly stated here. For our
party which suffered immensely because
of the ideology, politics and method of
work of Lin Piao, this has special signi-
ficance.

Reorganisation, Reconstitution, Reuni-
fication-call it by any'name, it is politi-
cally necessary. The Indian reactiona-
ries, beset as they are with irreconcilable
contradictions, are paper tigers strategi-
cally. But tactically, they s~ould be
taken seriously . To win real independ-
ence and freedom for the people is a
great task. It demands that we fight
social-imperialism, imperialism and do..•
mestic counter-revolutionaries. Hence all
the revolutionary force that can be united
should be united. Only the CPI (ML) with
its sincerity, dedication, honesty, experi-
ence and, above all, ideology and poli-
tical line can do it. The vaSt majority
of the party cadres as well as the people
fervently demand reunification.

Reunification is politically possible.
Until now there has been no major poli-
tical difference, so far as the general line
is concerned, among the different groups
who have discarded the old sectarian line.
All the present "differences" can be dis-
cussed and resolved within the framework
of a single party.

Some comrades, headed by Satya Na-
rain Singh, have formed a "revived
Central Committee". It is an undeniable



fact of pal:ty history that along with our
respected martyr Comrade Sushital Roy
Chowdhury. Comrade SNS initiated,
however unsatisfactory, partial and incom-
plete a way, the fight against left secta-
rian deviation inside our party. It was
a valiant effort to create a centre in a
difficult situation. BUt this Committee has
failed to rally the vast majority of com-
rades because its formation suffered from
three defects:

(i) The concept of revival is nOt a
Marxist-Leninist one. It doe~ not /ae~
note a process. To many comrades it
appears as an indirect effort to place all
the responsibility for the mistakes in policy
on individuals. I do not know if this
concept of revival has any international
precedence or not. .

(ii) Ideological reorganisation at any
level precedes organisational reorganisa-
tion. The policy of 'reorganisation first,
then ideological struggle' is the policy of
putting the cart before the horse, Reorga-
nisation is done only on a clear ideological-
political basis.

(iii) No effective initiative was taken
to contact all the Central Committee memo
bel'S including those in jail. Naturally, the
opinions of those comrades who are in
jail should not count organisationally but
politically it does matter.

There is another technical flaw. Re-
ferences are being made to my meeting
with comrades SNS, Com. Gurbox, RK
and Com. Mohinder.· Save and except
SNS I had not the opportunity of meet-
ing any of the above comrades. Therefore
my direct association with the merits or
demerits of the November 7 document
does nOt arise, though I broadly agree
with the general political line.

Some comrades headed by SG, have
formed a COCo The claim of this cen-
tral body to act as the centre of the CPI
(ML) is more dubious. The fight against
any deviation is a process. One should
be objective; one cannOt subjectively
rela te the initiation of a \process with
one's own awakening. Moreover, the
general line preached by the COC is al-
most identical with that of the revived
Central Committee or with the line being
preached and practised by Com. Kho-
kon Mazumdar and others. Also, I
think, SG should categorically state tQ

FRONTIER

the Party cadres his present stand regar-
ding the national-chauvinistic position
taken by him during the dismemberment
of Pakistan. I hope he will nOt sidetrak
the issue by pointing out some of my
mistakes.

It is interesting to note that both the
revived CC and the COC have been com-
pelled to distort the Party history. After
bitter lesson we- should consciously
try to fight all forms of subjectivism.
Personally. I shall be happy to be able
to work together with comrades SNS and
SG along with other comrades again.

Our Party was like a very valuable
picture placed in our custody. Because
of our immaturity and lack <>f revolu-
tionary vigilance and alertness. it has.
as if, dropped off our hands and broken
into pieces. But still it can be mended
and a better picture produced. Hence,
I appeal to all the comrades. particularly
the Central Committee members, to take
this task <>f reunification lof the party
seriously and call upon the entire party
to follow this example.

Basis of Unity
What should be the basis of unity ?

Obviously the party programme and party
constitution adopted in the eighth con-
gress with amendments. The article
'Spring Thunder' and valuable sugges-
tions of the fraternal Party should be
the guicleline. A 'document isl to' be
prepared consisting of: (1) Party pro-
gramme with proper amendments (and
nOt a new programme) and the reasons
for the amendments. (2) Party constitu-
tion with proper amendments (and not
a new constitution). (3) Self-critical
report. (4) Political-organisational
report.

One should remember that the nega-
tion of the documents of the eighth con-
gress' is essentially the negation of the
congress itself.

This document. prepared after due
consultaition and discus'skn. will 'serve
as the basis .of reorganisation. In the
process of development the ninth con-
gress should be convened as early as pos-
sible. The evaluation of any individu-
al. however imporant. should not be made
a precondition of re-unification.

Next comes the task of unity with all
fraternal groups Qutside the CPI (ML)

who ideologically subscribe to
Leninism-Mao Tse Tung Thou"
are eager to develop armed peasant
gle. This task has no contradichol
the reorganisation of the CPI(ML)
is my unfortunate experience. dir
indirect. that whenever we talk of
reorganisation of the CPI(ML),
comrades feel injured and insulted
try to invent some plot or refin
sectarian policies. This is a lega
the past. We had practised a po'
closed doorism dogmatically towards
comrades, treated them with con
as almost counter-revolutionaries
behaved with them with arrogance.
was wrong. Sincere and open.h
self-criticism on our part will clear
atmosphere and pave the way for
standing and mutual respect. A
sible leadership should be patient in
solving all honest political diffe
-To put politics in command means
tially to pllt revolution in command.
. On the other hand. t\ese com

should be told clearly and firmly
liquidation of our Party can never
a precondition for unity with them.
should be told that they made a m'
by not joining the Party in 1969.
day we shall invite them to join
Party. The door of mutual disc
shall remain open; we shall rna'
a close liaison and try to synch
all our actions with theirs. as far
possible. keeping the independence
initiative of the Party intact.

Then there are other parties.
and individuals with whom unity.
partial. temporary and relative.
be necessary. This necessity will be
termined by historical conditions.
Party should lay down a policy in
respect.

We should try
possible ~ith all parties. grou\»
individuals who (1) pursue a pol'
anti-hegemon ism against the two
powers; (2) stand for alliande
China and other Third W<>rld
tries; (3) work genuinely for the'
est of the people, particularly the
ing clasS' and peasantry. In our c
where armed revolution is faced
armed counter-revolution. the a
towards armed struggle IS closely
with this criterion.
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kind of united front must
ed. In the present interna-
nationalsituation any kind of
withthe force of imperialism
d with the forces of social-
in particular is ruled out;

f front, incompatible with our
, is politically harmful.
of all the apparent divisions
'al disorder, the ever in-
rch towards inevitable unity
utionary forces is militantly

no experience of a setback
, the Party has successfully

a severe one. Politically, we
stronger position at present
time before. We, Marxist-

Ihouldalways study all phe-
development. The present is
tortuous but bright path of
g-the path of libeTation of
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THE choice of Miki Takeo as Japan's
neXt Prime Minister was unexpect-

ed. Most observers felt sure that one or
the other of the powerful faction leaders
-Fukuda or Ohira-would emerge vic-
torious from the complex party in-fight-
ing, and the agreement on the much less
powerful Miki seemed almost like a ma-
gic trick.

In retrospect it is clear that choice of
one of the more powerful figures might have
split the Liberal Democratic Party at a
time when it vitally needs unity. But
Miki is more than simply a "consensus
candidate", and his selection reveals a
great deal about both the troubles faced
by the LDP and the party strategy to
overcome these troubles.

In announcing Miki's nomination,
LDP Pa'lty Vice-president Shiina Etsusa-
buro offered two reasons for the choice:
(I) he is "clean", and (2 he has the
"philosophy and courage to fight and
overcome long-standing ·evils in the
LDP." Indeed, Miki has a "progressive
image" in the context of the LDP.

Of course he has been a Diet member
continuously since 1937, bUt during the
war he is known to have "quarreled
with the Tojo Cabinet, and during the
Occupation he briefly formed his own
party (the National Cooperative Party),
espoused the doctrines of Robert Owen
and criticised the Yoshida Go~ernment
for its excessive pro-Americanism. He
participated in the Socialist Katayama
Cabinet in 1947 and was an early advo-
cate of normalising relations with China.

Such "progressive" positions as these
had always kept him out of the LDP
main current, and he was defeated three
times. in bids for the LDF presidency.

But "image and reality are not the
same. The corrupt financial practices
and business connections that ended
Tanaka Kakuei's premiership are what
the LDF is all about, and Miki would not
be a politician in that party were he not
ihvolved in the same thing. Among party
professionals, Miki's reputation is that
of a good swim~er in the swamp of the

ruling party's politics, a kind of "Balkan
politician" who keeps his small faction
alive by tenacious intriguing.

Like all LDF politicians he is kept
afloat by certain business interests. Im-
portant Miki faction supporters are Sumi-
tomo Ba~k President Hotta Shozo, Fuji
Bank President Iwasa Yoshizama, Tokyo
Electric Power President Kikawada Ka-
zutoyo, and Inayama Yoshihiro, a top
leader of Nippon Steel. Moreover he
is related by marriage to Anzal Masao
of Showa Denko, Anzai Hiroshi of Tokyo
Gas, important LDF leaders and even
the imperial family.

Whatever one might say about this re-
- cord, Miki is as clean and progressive a man
as the LDF can dig up. Nevertheless it
is symbolic of the LDF's waning popu-
larity that a "progressive" as well as
clean candidate is called for. Put into
power by the party's right~wing forces,
Miki is an experiment in right-wing rule
under a progressive mask, a preview of
the day when the right will have to try
to maintain its power through a genuine
coalition government In this connection
it IS significant that one of the important
theoreticians in the Miki faction is Ishi-
da Hakuei, a leader of the New Right
who argues that the LDF should seek to
arrest its historic decline by cooptive
compromises with the labour movement.

But Miki will not be able to get far
on image alone. Soon he is going to
have to start producing results. In do-
mestic affairs he will try to make con-
ciliatory gestures toward the opposition
parties and other gestures toward LDF
reform. In foreign affairs he will try to
normalise relations [with China further
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